Vulcano solid fuel
and woodburning
range cookers.
An exciting new cooking and heating experience.
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Lacunza

Named after the small Spanish town from which it hails, Lacunza have been manufacturing cast
iron cookers for the European market for over 50 years. During this time they have built a
reputation for impeccable design, quality and durability.
With two manufacturing facilities covering more than 12,000sq.m including a state of the art
Research, Development and Testing laboratory they continually strive for and achieve
excellence.
Lacunza’s commitment to its customers results in high quality products with maximum
performance, ensuring product reliability for their customers.

For the most sumptuous home baking, frying, slow cooking, roasting or boiling the Vulcano
cooker is a true master of its craft. There are two options in the range—the Vulcano 7T cooker only
and the Vulcano 7TE boiler model. The cookers are multi-fuel burners that feature deep fireboxes
to allow larger loads to be burned, so frequent re-loading is not required. The firebox also
features a straight forward primary air control and a deep ashpan for easy cleaning, whilst a
unique glass door panel offers a wonderful warming view of the fire.
Manufactured from premium grade cast iron and finished in a choice of easy to maintain luxurious
enamel finishes the Vulcano cooker features a large flat cast iron hotplate that allows plenty of
space for pans which can easily be slid from boiling to a gentle simmer and anywhere in between.
Any cooking splashes will carbonise on the hotplate and can simply be brushed away leaving a
clean finish. Insulated chrome covers with stay-cool handles help to retain heat in the oven when
the hotplates are not being used, the oven is also supplied with an oven tray and racks. With its
distinctive temperature gauge, the Vulcano oven has ample capacity to feed a family with that
wonderful home baked experience few will forget. Any unwanted cooking smells are
conveniently extracted at the rear of the oven and expelled through the flue, helping to
prevent flavour transfer form dish to dish. The base of the oven features two cast iron drawers
that are ideal for storing cooking utensils, keeping everything close to hand.

Insulated lids

Vulcano 7T E3

Technical Diagram installation of Boiler cookers

FEATURES AT A GLANCE:
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a large capacity firebox for less
frequent re-loading.
Manufactured in premium
grade cast iron for longevity and
efficiency.
Available in a choice of black
or cream luxurious enamel, to
compliment any kitchen style.
Designed with an extra-large
capacity oven and hotplate
allowing you to utilise every
inch of cooking space.
Unique double glaze glass doors
affords an excellent view of the
fire within, while ensuring the
external temperature does not
get too high.
The cast iron hotplate features
two chrome finished insulating
lids.
Thermostatically controlled with
easy to operate primary and
secondary draught regulator.
Stainless steel oven features an
anti-vapour system to extract
unwanted cooking smells.
Lacunza patented hatch for
easy cleaning access to
the flue.
Top or rear flue allows for
installation flexibility.
Cast iron drawers at the base
for storage and warming.
Optional enamel side panel
insulators to minimise heat
transfer and protect any
adjoining units.
Adjustable legs to raise the
cooker from 85-90cms.

OPEN SYSTEM PLUMBING DIAGRAM

Vulcano details

Ouput:
• Cooking only Vulcano 7T: 10Kw (81% efficiency)
• Boiler model: 7TE: 14Kw(water) 4Kw(radiation)
• For optimum performance fuel should have
moisture content of less than 20%

Warranty:
• 5 years manufacturer’s warranty on all
cast iron parts
• 2 years manufacturer’s warranty on all other
components.
• Warranty exemptions: glass, brackets,
refractory bricks.
• Warranty exemptions after 6 months:
joints, baffles and handles.
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Vulcano
Details
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1: Hatch for accessing and cleaning the flue pipe
from the oven (patent of Lacunza). With this
system we get:
Steam evacuation system
Smell evacuation system
Smoke evacuation system
Clean vision of oven
2: Double glass at the firebox door. Allows an
excellent view of fire and outside temperature
is not very so hot.

12

6: Oven and firebox doors closing system with
double step.
7: Refractory pieces in the firebox easy to
change. Without putty. Firebox with large
dimensions allows wood logs till 53 cmts long.
8: Optional lower drawers. Lined in stainless
steel. Telescopic guides (allow opening
100%).
9: Oven back door in black enameled cast iron.

3: Bakelite bar with supports finished in chrome.
10: Entry air in the oven for convection (1).
4: Regulation of primary and secondary air
entries in the same control. Regulated by
thermostat. (Innovation of Lacunza).
5: Firebox back door built in cast iron.

11: direct entry air for cooker lighting.
12: Oven in stainless steel with tray guides,
ovens of large dimensions.53 cms.

Drawer sets

Drawer set 3

Drawer set 4

Drawer set 5

Drawer set 6

Vulcano Technical Features
Vulcano 7 T
Firebox dimensions
Front x depth x height

Output
Maxim* Kw

EU Output
KW direct to the water

EU Output
KW direct to the room

Efficiency

295 x 515 x 330 (mm)

12 kw

-

10 kw

81%

0,18%
Dimensions of the oven.
(front x depfh x height)
420 x 400 x 430 mm

Heating volume
Cubic metres (45 w/m3)

Flue pipe
(mm diameter)

Weight without water (kg)

Capacity (Lts) water jacket

Optimal depression of the
flue pipe

222 m3

Ø 150 mm

305 kgs

-

12 Pa

CO Emisions
13% O2

Vulcano 7T E3 (central heating)
Firebox dimensions
Front x depth x height

Output
Maxim* Kw

EU Output
KW direct to the water

EU Output
KW direct to the room

Efficiency

CO Emisions 13% O2

284 x 475 x 250 (mm)

22 kw

14 kw

4 kw

77%

0,17%

Heating volume
Cubic metres (45 w/m3)

Flue pipe
(mm diameter)

Weight without water (kg)

Capacity(Lts) water jacket

Optimal depression of the
flue pipe

398 m3

Ø 150 mm

310 kgs

12

12 Pa

Diagrams and dimensions
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Lacunza Kalor Group reserves the right to change the technical and design characeristics of the components illustrated
at any time without notice and declines all responsability for any printing errors in this catalogue.
Forbidden to reproduce any part of this cataloque without prior authorization from Lacunza Kalor Group.

Your local dealer:
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30-60 Hawthorn Road, Western Industrial Estate,
Naas Road, Dublin 12, Ireland
T 00 353 1 408 9192 F 00 353 1 408 9193

